It is shown that neither the set of normal operators nor the set of orthogonal projections is a proximinal subset of the space of bounded operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that ||A|| = 1, and let/be a unit vector such that A/ = 0 and || A*/ll = 1. It follows, as in [3] and [4] , that these properties of/imply a"(A) > \; hence ^(A) = \ by the hypothesis on d(T). We now show that not only is there no normal operator at this distance from A, but also there is no hyponormal operator A such that ||A -A|| < \ (an operator A is hyponormal if A* A > NN*).
Suppose there exists a hyponormal operator A such that ||A -A|| < j.
Then N*f = Tf*/2 because ||A*/|| < \\W\\ = \\Nf -Tf\\ < \ and also ||N*f-T*f\\ < \; the only vector in H satisfying both these inequalities is A*//2. Hence ||A*/|| = W\\ = \.
We 
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Subtracting these two equations and dividing by -2ic yields (x33 -b) -x22 + x31 = 0. From these observations we can conclude that xn -a = x22 -x3X = x33 -b; thus X33 -x,, = b -a. Hence xu and x33 are two points in the numerical range of A that are as far apart as any two points in the numerical range can be (since the spectrum of A is included in [a, b]); this implies that x,, = a and X33 = b and consequently jc22 = x31. Since extreme points in the numerical range of A must be eigenvalues, we conclude also that Ae, == aex and Ae3 = be3.
Since Nex = aex, we have x12 = x21 = 0 and x22 = x31 = 0; since At?3 = be3, we have x32 = x23 = 0. Thus Ae2 is orthogonal to {ex,e2,e3}.
It now remains to show x/2 = 0 for t = 4, 5,_Since || Ae21| = 1 and A is bounded below by 1, it follows that A e2 = e2; thus (Ne2,Net) = 0 for t 7^ 2. Since x12 = x22 = x32 = 0, it follows that (Ne2,Net) = 2^!=4 xs2xsl = 0. Thus int (A) = 0 is a necessary condition for TV(A) to be proximinal. This condition is satisfied, of course, by subsets of the real line, but even in this special case the problem is not solved. In particular, for A = (-oo, -1] U [1, oo) it is apparently not known whether TV(A) is proximinal.
